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AbstractIn this paper the static portfolio and the dynamic log-optimal port-folio for memoryless and for stationary market processes is studied.We illustrate their performance (average annual yield) forNYSE data.
1 Notations.
Consider a market consisting of d assets. The evolution of the market intime is represented by a sequence of price vectors s1; s2; : : : 2 Rd+, where

sn = (s(1)n ; : : : ; s(d)n )
such that the j-th component s(j)n of sn denotes the price of the j-th asseton the n-th trading period. In order to normalize, put s(j)0 = 1. fsng hasexponential trend: s(j)n = enW (j)n � enW (j);
with average growth rate (average yield)

W (j)n := 1n ln s(j)n
and with asymptotic average growth rate

W (j) := limn!1 1n ln s(j)n :
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In order to apply the usual prediction techniques for time series analysisone has to transform the sequence price vectors fsng into a more or lessstationary sequence of return vectors fxng as follows:
xn = (x(1)n ; : : : ; x(d)n )

such that
x(j)n = s(j)ns(j)n�1 :Thus, the j-th component x(j)n of the return vector xn denotes the amountobtained after investing a unit capital in the j-th asset on the n-th tradingperiod.

2 Static portfolio.
The static portfolio is a single period investment strategy. A portfoliovector is denoted by b = (b(1); : : : b(d)). The j-th component b(j) of bdenotes the proportion of the investor's capital invested in asset j. Weassume that the portfolio vector b has nonnegative components sum up to1. The set of portfolio vectors is denoted by

�d =
8<:b = (b(1); : : : ; b(d)); b(j) � 0; dX

j=1 b(j) = 1
9=; :

The aim of static portfolio is to achieve max1�j�dW (j). For static port-folio selection, at time n = 0 we distribute the initial capital S0 accordingto a �x portfolio vector b, i.e., if Sn denotes the wealth at the tradingperiod n, then
Sn = S0 dX

j=1 b(j)s(j)n :
Apply the following simple bounds

S0maxj b(j)s(j)n � Sn � dS0maxj b(j)s(j)n :
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If b(j) > 0 for all j = 1; : : : ; d then these bounds imply that
W := limn!1 1n lnSn = limn!1maxj 1n ln s(j)n = maxj W (j):

Thus, any static portfolio achieves the maximal growth rate maxjW (j).
3 Dynamic portfolio selection: special case
One can achieve even higher growth rate for long run investments. Theconstantly rebalanced portfolio (CRP) is a special dynamic portfolio selec-tion. The dynamic portfolio selection is a multi-period investment strat-egy, where at the beginning of each trading period we rearrange the wealthamong the assets. The concept of CRP was introduced and studied byKelly [24], Latané [25], Breiman [7], Markowitz [28], Finkelstein and Whit-ley [13], Móri [30], Móri and Székely [33] and Barron and Cover [4]. See alsoChapters 6 and 15 in Cover and Thomas [12], and Chapter 15 in Luenberger[26].Fix a portfolio vector b 2 �d, i.e., we are concerned with a hypotheticalinvestor who neither consumes nor deposits new cash into his portfolio, butreinvest his portfolio each trading period.Let S0 denote the investor's initial capital. Then at the beginning of the�rst trading period S0b(j) is invested into asset j, and it results in returnS0b(j)x(j)1 , therefore at the end of the �rst trading period the investor'swealth becomes

S1 = S0 dX
j=1 b(j)x(j)1 = S0 hb ; x1i ;

where h� ; �i denotes inner product. For the second trading period, S1 isthe new initial capital
S2 = S1 � hb ; x2i = S0 � hb ; x1i � hb ; x2i :

By induction, for the trading period n the initial capital is Sn�1, therefore
Sn = Sn�1 hb ; xni = S0 nY

i=1 hb ; xii :
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The asymptotic average growth rate of this portfolio selection is
limn!1 1n lnSn = limn!1

 1n lnS0 + 1n
nX
i=1 ln hb ; xii

!

= limn!1 1n
nX
i=1 ln hb ; xii ;

therefore without loss of generality one can assume in the sequel that theinitial capital S0 = 1.
4 Log-optimal portfolio for memoryless market

process.
If the market process fXig is memoryless, i.e., it is a sequence of inde-pendent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random return vectors thenwe show that the best constantly rebalanced portfolio (BCRP) is the log-optimal portfolio:

b� := argmax
b

Efln hb ; X1ig:
This optimality means that if S�n = Sn(b�) denotes the capital after dayn achieved by a log-optimum portfolio strategy b�, then for any portfoliostrategy b with �nite Ef(ln hb ; X1i)2g and with capital Sn = Sn(b) andfor any memoryless market process fXng1�1,

limn!1 1n lnSn � limn!1 1n lnS�n almost surely
and maximal asymptotic average growth rate is

limn!1 1n lnS�n = W � := Efln hb� ; X1ig almost surely.
The proof of the optimality is a simple consequence of the strong law oflarge numbers. Introduce the notation

W (b) = Efln hb ; X1ig:
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Then
1n lnSn = 1n

nX
i=1 ln hb ; Xii

= 1n
nX
i=1Efln hb ; Xiig+ 1n

nX
i=1 (ln hb ; Xii � Efln hb ; Xiig)

= W (b) + 1n
nX
i=1 (ln hb ; Xii � Efln hb ; Xiig) :

The strong law of large numbers implies that
1n

nX
i=1 (ln hb ; Xii � Efln hb ; Xiig)! 0 almost surely,

therefore
limn!1 1n lnSn = W (b) = Efln hb ; X1ig almost surely.

Similarly,
limn!1 1n lnS�n = W (b�) = max

b
W (b) almost surely.

We have to emphasize the basic conditions of the model: assume that
(i) the assets are arbitrarily divisible, and they are available for buying orfor selling in unbounded quantities at the current price at any giventrading period,
(ii) there are no transaction costs,
(iii) the behavior of the market is not a�ected by the actions of the investorusing the strategy under investigation.

Concerning condition (ii), Blum and Kalai [5], Iyengar and Cover [23],Iyengar [21], [22], Bobryk and Stettner [6], and Schäfer [36] considered theproblem of transaction cost. For memoryless or Markovian market process,optimal strategies have been introduced if the distributions of the market
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process are known. There is no asymptotically optimal, empirical algorithmtaking into account the transaction cost. Condition (iii) means that themarket is ine�cient.The principle of log-optimality has the important consequence that
Sn(b) is not close to EfSn(b)g:

We prove a bit more. The optimality property proved above means that,for any � > 0, the event��� < 1n lnSn(b)� Efln hb ; X1ig < ��
has probability close to 1 if n is large enough. On the one hand, the i.i.d.property implies that��� < 1n lnSn(b)� Efln hb ; X1ig < ��

= ��� + Efln hb ; X1ig < 1n lnSn(b) < � + Efln hb ; X1ig�
= nen(��+Eflnhb ;X1ig) < Sn(b) < en(�+Eflnhb ;X1ig)o ;

therefore Sn(b) is close to enEflnhb ;X1ig:
On the other hand,

EfSn(b)g = E( nY
i=1 hb ; Xii

) = nY
i=1 hb ; EfXigi = en lnhb ;EfX1gi:

By Jensen inequality,
ln hb ; EfX1gi > Efln hb ; X1ig;

therefore Sn(b) is much less than EfSn(b)g:
Not knowing this fact, one can apply a naive approach

argmax
b

EfSn(b)g:
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Because of EfSn(b)g = hb ; EfX1gin ;
this naive approach has the equivalent form

argmax
b

EfSn(b)g = argmax
b

hb ; EfX1gi ;
which is called the mean approach. It is easy to see that argmaxb hb ; EfX1giis a portfolio vector having 1 at the position, where EfX1g has the largestcomponent.In his seminal paper Markowitz [27] realized that the mean approach isinadequate, i.e., it is a dangerous portfolio. In order to avoid this di�cultyhe suggested a diversi�cation, which is called mean-variance portfolio suchthat ~b = argmax

b:Var(hb ;X1i)�� hb ; EfX1gi ;
where � > 0 is the risk aversion parameter.For appropriate choice of �, the performance (average growth rate) of~b can be close to the performance of the optimal b�, however, the goodchoice of � depends on the (unknown) distribution of the return vector X.The calculation of ~b is a nonlinear programming (NLP) problem, wherea linear function is maximized under quadratic constraints.In order to calculate the log-optimal portfolio b�, one has to know thedistribution of X1. If this distribution is unknown then the empirical log-optimal portfolio can be de�ned by

b�n = argmax
b

1n
nX
i=1 ln hb ; Xii

with linear constraints
dX

j=1 b(j) = 1 and 0 � b(j) � 1 j = 1; : : : ; d :
The behavior of the empirical portfolio b�n and its modi�cations was studiedby Móri [31], [32] and by Morvai [34], [35].
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The calculation of b�n is a NLP problem, too. Cover [10] introduced analgorithm for calculating b�n. An alternative possibility is the software rou-tine donlp2 of Spelluci [38]. The routine is based on sequential quadraticprogramming method, which computes sequentially a local solution of NLPby solving a quadratic programming problem and it estimates the globalmaximum according to these local maximums.
5 Examples for constantly rebalanced portfo-

lio.
Example 1. Consider the example of d = 2 and X = (X(1); X(2)) suchthat the �rst component X(1) of the return vector X is an arti�cial stock:

X(1) = ( 2 with probability 1=2,1=2 with probability 1=2, (1)
and the second component X(2) is the cash:

X(2) = 1:
Obviously, the cash has zero growth rate. Using the expectation of the �rstcomponent EfX(1)g = 1=2 � (2 + 1=2) = 5=4 > 1;
and the i.i.d. property of the market process, we get that

EfS(1)n g = E( nY
i=1X(1)i

) = (5=4)n; (2)
therefore EfS(1)n g grows exponentially. However, it does not imply that therandom variable S(1)n grows exponentially, too. Let's calculate the growthrate W (1):

W (1) := limn!1 1n lnS(1)n = limn!1 1n
nX
i=1 lnX(1)i = EflnX(1)g

= 1=2 ln 2 + 1=2 ln(1=2) = 0;
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which means that the �rst component has zero growth rate, too. Let'scalculate the log-optimal portfolio for this return vector, where both com-ponents have zero growth rate. The portfolio vector has the form
b = (b; 1� b):

Then
W (b) = Efln hb ; Xig= 1=2 (ln(2b+ (1� b)) + ln(b=2 + (1� b)))= 1=2 ln[(1 + b)(1� b=2)]:

One can check thatW (b) has the maximum for b = 1=2, so the log-optimalportfolio is
b� = (1=2; 1=2);

and the asymptotic average growth rate is
W � = Efln hb� ; Xig = 1=2 ln(9=8) = 0:059;

which is a positive growth rate.
Example 2. Consider the example of d = 3 and X = (X(1); X(2); X(3))such that the �rst and the second components of the return vector X arearti�cial stocks of form (1), while the third component is the cash. Onecan show that the log-optimal portfolio is

b� = (0:46; 0:46; 0:08);
and the maximal asymptotic average growth rate is

W � = Efln hb� ; Xig = 0:112:
Example 3. Consider the example of d > 3 and X = (X(1); X(2); : : : ; X(d))such that the �rst d � 1 components of the return vector X are arti�cialstocks of form (1), while the last component is the cash. One can showthat the log-optimal portfolio is

b� = (1=(d� 1); : : : ; 1=(d� 1); 0);
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which means that, for d > 3, according to the log-optimal portfolio thecash has zero weight. Let N denote the number of components of X equalto 2, then N is binomially distributed with parameters (d� 1; 1=2), and
ln hb� ; Xi = ln 2N + (d� 1�N)=2d� 1

! = ln 3N2(d� 1) + 12
! ;

therefore
W � = Efln hb� ; Xig = E(ln 3N2(d� 1) + 12

!) :
For d = 4, the formula implies that the maximal asymptotic average growthrate is W � = Efln hb� ; Xig = 0:152;
while for d!1,

W � = Efln hb� ; Xig ! ln(5=4) = 0:223;
which means that Sn � enW � = (5=4)n;
so with many such stocks Sn � EfSng
(cf. (2)).
Example 4. Consider the example of horse racing with d horses in a race.Assume that horse j wins with probability pj. The payo� is denoted by oj,which means that investing 1$ on horse j results in oj if it wins, otherwise0$. Then the return vector is of form

X = (0; : : : ; 0; oj; 0; : : : ; 0)
if horse j wins. For repeated races, it is a constantly rebalanced portfolioproblem. Let's calculate the expected log-return:

W (b) = Efln hb ; Xig = dX
j=1 pj ln(b(j)oj) =

dX
j=1 pj ln b(j) +

dX
j=1 pj ln oj;
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therefore
argmax

b
Efln hb ; Xig = argmax

b

dX
j=1 pj ln b(j):In order to solve the optimization problem

argmax
b

dX
j=1 pj ln b(j);

we introduce the Kullback-Leibler divergence of the distributions p and b:
KL(p;b) = dX

j=1 pj ln
pjb(j) :

The basic property of the Kullback-Leibler divergence is that
KL(p;b) � 0;

and is equal to zero i� the two distributions are equal. The proof of thisproperty is simple:
KL(p;b) = � dX

j=1 pj ln
b(j)pj � � dX

j=1 pj
 b(j)pj � 1! = � dX

j=1 b(j) +
dX

j=1 pj = 0:
This inequality implies that

argmax
b

dX
j=1 pj ln b(j) = p:

Surprisingly, the log-optimal portfolio is independent of the payo�s, and
W � = dX

j=1 pj ln(pjoj):
The usual choice of payo�s is

oj = 1pj ;and then W � = 0:
It means that, for this choice of payo�s, any gambling strategy has negativegrowth rate.
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6 Semi-log-optimal portfolio.
Vajda [40] suggested an approximation of b� and b�n using

h(z) := z � 1� 12(z � 1)2;
which is the second order Taylor expansion of the function ln z at z = 1.Then, the semi-log-optimal portfolio selection is

�b = argmax
b

Efh(hb ; x1i)g;
and the empirical semi-log-optimal portfolio is

�bn = argmax
b

1n
nX
i=1 h(hb ; xii):

In order to compute b�n, one has to make an optimization over b. In eachoptimization step the computational complexity is proportional to n. For�bn, this complexity can be reduced. We have that
1n

nX
i=1 h(hb ; xii) =

1n
nX
i=1(hb ; xii � 1)� 12 1n

nX
i=1(hb ; xii � 1)2:

If 1 denotes the all 1 vector, then
1n

nX
i=1 h(hb ; xii) = hb ; mi � hb ; Cbi ;

where
m = 1n

nX
i=1(xi � 1)

and
C = 12 1n

nX
i=1(xi � 1)(xi � 1)T :

If we calculate the vector m and the matrix C beforehand then in eachoptimization step the complexity does not depend on n, so the runningtime for calculating �bn is much smaller than for b�n. The other advantageof the semi-log-optimal portfolio is that it can be calculated via quadratic
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programming, which is doable, e.g., using the routine QuadProg++ of DiGaspero [14]. This program uses Goldfarb-Idnani dual method for solvingquadratic programming problems [15]. It easy to see that matrix C ispositive semi-de�nit, however, the above mentioned dual method is onlyfeasible ifC is positive de�nite. This di�erence has not caused any problemsin the experiments, but in case of causal empirical strategies sometimes C iscalculated from few data, and so C is not a full-rank matrix, which impliesthat C is only positive semi-de�nite.
7 Numerical comparison of log-optimal and semi-

log-optimal portfolios.
Table 1 summarizes the numerical results for NYSE data. At the web page
www.szit.bme.hu/�oti/portfolio there are two benchmark data set from
NYSE:

� The �rst data set consists of daily data of 36 stocks with length 22years (5651 trading days ending in 1985). This data set has been usedfor testing portfolio selection in Cover [11], in Singer [37], in Györ�,Lugosi, Udina [17], in Györ�, Udina, Walk [19] and in Györ�, Urbán,Vajda [20].
� The second data set contains 23 stocks and has length 44 years (11178trading days ending in 2006).
Our experiment is on the second data set. The �rst column of Table 1lists the stock's name, the second column shows the average annual yield(AAY). The third and the fourth columns present the weights of the stocks(the components of the portfolio vector) using the log-optimal and semi-log-optimal algorithms. Surprisingly, the two portfolio vectors are almostthe same, according to next-to-the-last row the growth rates are the same,and only four stocks have non-trivial (non-zero) weights.An additional interesting feature of these results is that the KINARwith the smallest growth rate (5.9%) is included in the portfolio. The lastrow shows the running times of the algorithms. There were no di�erence
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Stock's name AAY BCRPlog-NLP weights semi-log-NLP weightsAHP 18.6% 0 0ALCOA 13.1% 0 0AMERB 20.2% 0 0COKE 20.9% 0 0COMME 26.1% 0.3028 0.2962DOW 17.0% 0 0DUPONT 12.4% 0 0FORD 13.7% 0 0GE 18.7% 0 0GM 9.9% 0 0HP 21.8% 0.0100 0.0317IBM 14.1% 0 0INGER 16.0% 0 0JNJ 23.8% 0 0KIMBC 18.9% 0 0KINAR 5.9% 0.2175 0.2130KODAK 8.9% 0 0MERCK 21.7% 0 0MMM 15.8% 0 0MORRIS 30.1% 0.4696 0.4590PANDG 18.8% 0 0SCHLUM 22.2% 0 0SHERW 18.2% 0 0AAY 35.2% 35.2%running time (sec) 9002 3
Table 1: Comparison of the two algorithms for CRPs.

between the obtained average annual yield of the methods, however, therunning time is signi�cantly shorter for semi-log-optimal algorithm.
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8 Dynamic portfolio selection: general case
For a general dynamic portfolio selection, the portfolio vector may dependon the past data. As before, xi = (x(1)i ; : : : x(d)i ) denotes the return vectoron trading period i. Let b = b1 be the portfolio vector for the �rst tradingperiod. For initial capital S0, we get that

S1 = S0 � hb1 ; x1i :
For the second trading period, S1 is new initial capital, the portfolio vectoris b2 = b(x1), and

S2 = S0 � hb1 ; x1i � hb(x1) ; x2i :
For the nth trading period, a portfolio vector is bn = b(x1; : : : ;xn�1) =
b(xn�11 ) and

Sn = S0 nY
i=1

D
b(xi�11 ) ; xiE = S0enWn(B)

with the average growth rate
Wn(B) = 1n

nX
i=1 ln

D
b(xi�11 ) ; xiE :

9 Log-optimal portfolio for stationary market
process.

The fundamental limits, determined in Móri [29], in Algoet and Cover[3], and in Algoet [1, 2], reveal that the so-called log-optimum portfolio

B� = fb�(�)g is the best possible choice. More precisely, on trading periodn let b�(�) be such that
En ln Db�(Xn�11 ) ; XnE���Xn�11 o = max

b(�) E n ln Db(Xn�11 ) ; XnE���Xn�11 o :
If S�n = Sn(B�) denotes the capital achieved by a log-optimum portfoliostrategy B�, after n trading periods, then for any other investment strategy
B with capital Sn = Sn(B) and with

supn E n(ln Dbn(Xn�11 ) ; XnE)2o <1;
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and for any stationary and ergodic process fXng1�1,
lim supn!1 1n ln SnS�n � 0 almost surely (3)

and limn!1 1n lnS�n = W � almost surely,
where W � := E(max

b(�) E n ln Db(X�1�1) ; X0E���X�1�1o
)

is the maximal possible growth rate of any investment strategy. (Note thatfor memoryless markets W � = maxb E fln hb ; X0ig which shows that inthis case the log-optimal portfolio is a constantly rebalanced portfolio.)
For the proof of this optimality we use the concept of martingale di�er-ences:

De�nition 1 There are two sequences of random variables fZng andfXng such that

� Zn is a function of X1; : : : ; Xn,
� EfZn j X1; : : : ; Xn�1g = 0 almost surely.

Then fZng is called martingale di�erence sequence with respect tofXng.
For martingale di�erence sequences, there is a strong law of large num-bers: If fZng is a martingale di�erence sequence with respect to fXng and1X

n=1
EfZ2ngn2 <1

then limn!1 1n
nX
i=1Zi = 0 a.s.

(cf. Chow [9], see also Stout [39, Theorem 3.3.1]).
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In order to be self-contained, for martingale di�erences, we prove aweak law of large numbers. We show that if fZng is a martingale di�erencesequence with respect to fXng then fZng are uncorrelated. Put i < j, then
EfZiZjg = EfEfZiZj j X1; : : : ; Xj�1gg= EfZiEfZj j X1; : : : ; Xj�1gg = EfZi � 0g = 0:

It implies that
E
8<:
 1n

nX
i=1Zi

!29=; = 1n2 nX
i=1

nX
j=1EfZiZjg = 1n2 nX

i=1EfZ2i g ! 0
if, for example, EfZ2i g is a bounded sequence.One can construct martingale di�erence sequence as follows: let fYngbe an arbitrary sequence such that Yn is a function of X1; : : : ; Xn. Put

Zn = Yn � EfYn j X1; : : : ; Xn�1g:
Then fZng is a martingale di�erence sequence:

� Zn is a function of X1; : : : ; Xn,
� EfZn j X1; : : : ; Xn�1g = EfYn�EfYn j X1; : : : ; Xn�1g j X1; : : : ; Xn�1g =0 almost surely.
Now we can prove of optimality of the log-optimal portfolio: introducethe decomposition1n lnSn = 1n

nX
i=1 ln

D
b(Xi�11 ) ; XiE

= 1n
nX
i=1Efln

D
b(Xi�11 ) ; XiE j Xi�11 g

+ 1n
nX
i=1

�ln Db(Xi�11 ) ; XiE� Efln Db(Xi�11 ) ; XiE j Xi�11 g� :
The last average is an average of martingale di�erences, so it tends to zeroa.s. Similarly,1n lnS�n = 1n

nX
i=1Efln

D
b�(Xi�11 ) ; XiE j Xi�11 g

+ 1n
nX
i=1

�ln Db�(Xi�11 ) ; XiE� Efln Db�(Xi�11 ) ; XiE j Xi�11 g� :
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Because of the de�nition of the log-optimal portfolio we have that
Efln Db(Xi�11 ) ; XiE j Xi�11 g � Efln Db�(Xi�11 ) ; XiE j Xi�11 g;

and the proof is �nished.
10 Empirical portfolio selection
The optimality relations proved above give rise to the following de�nition:
De�nition 2 An empirical (data driven) portfolio strategy B is called

universally consistent with respect to a class C of stationary and

ergodic processes fXng1�1, if for each process in the class,

limn!1 1n lnSn(B) = W � almost surely.

It is not at all obvious that such universally consistent portfolio strat-egy exists. The surprising fact that there exists a strategy, universal withrespect to the class of all stationary and ergodic processes was proved byAlgoet [1].Most of the papers dealing with portfolio selections assume that thedistributions of the market process are known. If the distributions areunknown then one can apply a two stage splitting scheme.
1: In the �rst time period the investor collects data, and estimates thecorresponding distributions. In this period there is no any investment.
2: In the second time period the investor derives strategies from thedistribution estimates and performs the investments.
In the sequel we show that there is no need to make any splitting,one can construct sequential algorithms such that the investor can maketrading during the whole time period, i.e., the estimation and the portfolioselection is made on the whole time period.Let's recapitulate the de�nition of log-optimal portfolio:
Efln Db�(Xn�11 ) ; XnE j Xn�11 g = max

b(�) Efln Db(Xn�11 ) ; XnE j Xn�11 g
18



For a �xed integer k > 0 large enough, we expect that
Efln Db(Xn�11 ) ; XnE j Xn�11 g � Efln Db(Xn�1n�k) ; XnE j Xn�1n�kg

and
b�(Xn�11 ) � bk(Xn�1n�k) = argmax

b(�) Efln Db(Xn�1n�k) ; XnE j Xn�1n�kg:
Because of stationarity

bk(xk1) = argmax
b(�) Efln Db(Xn�1n�k) ; XnE j Xn�1n�k = xk1g

= argmax
b(�) Efln Db(xk1) ; Xk+1E j Xk1 = xk1g

= argmax
b

Efln hb ; Xk+1i j Xk1 = xk1g;
which is the maximization of the regression function

mb(xk1) = Efln hb ; Xk+1i j Xk1 = xk1g:
Thus, a possible way for asymptotically optimal empirical portfolio selec-tion is that, based on the past data, sequentially estimate the regressionfunction mb(xk1), and choose the portfolio vector, which maximizes theregression function estimate.
11 Regression function estimation
Brie�y summarize the basics of nonparametric regression function estima-tion. Concerning the details we refer to the book of Györ�, Kohler, Krzyzakand Walk [16]. Let Y be a real valued random variable, and let X denotea random vector. The regression function is the conditional expectation ofY given X: m(x) = EfY j X = xg:
If the distribution of (X;Y ) is unknown then one has to estimate the re-gression function from data. The data is a sequence of i.i.d. copies of(X;Y ): Dn = f(X1; Y1); : : : ; (Xn; Yn)g:
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The regression function estimate is of form
mn(x) = mn(x;Dn):

An important class of estimates is the local averaging estimates
mn(x) = nX

i=1Wni(x;X1; : : : ; Xn)Yi;
where usually the weights Wni(x;X1; : : : ; Xn) are non-negative and sum upto 1. Moreover, Wni(x;X1; : : : ; Xn) is relatively large if x is close to Xi,otherwise it is zero.We use the following correspondence between the general regressionestimation and portfolio selection:

X � Xk1;Y � ln hb ; Xk+1i ;m(x) = EfY j X = xg � mb(xk1) = Efln hb ; Xk+1i j Xk1 = xk1g:
12 Histogram based portfolio selection
The histogram or partitioning regression estimate is a local averaging esti-mate. Let Pn = fAn;1; An;2 : : : g be a partition of the vector space, where Xtakes values. An;j are called cells. Usual examples of cells are the cubes. IfAn(x) is the cell of the partition Pn into which x falls then the partitioningregression estimate is de�ned by

mn(x) = Pni=1 YiI[Xi2An(x)]Pni=1 I[Xi2An(x)] ;
where I[�] stands for the indicator function.Let Gn be the quantizer corresponding to the partition Pn: Gn(x) = jif x 2 An;j. If the set of matches (similarities) is

In(x) = fi � n : Gn(x) = Gn(Xi)g
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then the histogram estimate has the form
mn(x) = Pi2In(x) YijIn(x)j :

Next we describe the histogram based portfolio selection introduced byGyör� and Schäfer [18] denote it by BH . BH is constructed as follows. We�rst de�ne an in�nite array of elementary strategies (the so-called experts)
B(k;`) = fb(k;`)(�)g, indexed by the positive integers k; ` = 1; 2; : : :. Eachexpert B(k;`) is determined by a period length k and by a partition P` =fA`;jg, j = 1; 2; : : : ;m` of Rd+ into m` disjoint cells. To determine itsportfolio on the nth trading period, expertB(k;`) looks at the market vectors
xn�k; : : : ;xn�1 of the last k periods, discretizes this kd-dimensional vectorby means of the partition P`, and determines the portfolio vector which isoptimal for those past trading periods whose preceding k trading periodshave identical discretized market vectors to the present one. Formally, letG` be the discretization function corresponding to the partition P`, that is,

G`(x) = j; if x 2 A`;j :
With some abuse of notation, for any n and xn1 2 Rdn, we write G`(xn1 ) forthe sequence G`(x1); : : : ; G`(xn). Then de�ne the expert B(k;`) = fb(k;`)(�)gby writing, for each n > k + 1,

b(k;`)(xn�11 ) = argmax
b2�d

X
fk<i<n:G`(xi�1i�k)=G`(xn�1n�k)g ln hb ; xii ; (4)

if the sum is non-void, and uniform b0 = (1=d; : : : ; 1=d) otherwise. Thatis, h(k;`)n discretizes the sequence xn�11 according to the partition P`, andbrowses through all past appearances of the last seen discretized stringG`(xn�1n�k) of length k. Then it designs a �xed portfolio vector optimizingthe return for the trading periods following each occurrence of this string.
The problem left is how to choose k; `. There are two extreme cases:
� small k or small ` imply that the corresponding regression estimatehas large bias,
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� large k and large ` imply that usually there are few matching, whichresults in large variance.
The good, data dependent choice of k and ` is doable borrowing currenttechniques from machine learning. In machine learning setup k and ` areconsidered as parameters of the estimates, called experts. The basic ideaof machine learning is the combination of the experts. The combinationis an aggregated estimate, where an expert has large weight if its pastperformance is good (cf. Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi [8]).The most successful combination is the exponential weighing. Combinethe elementary portfolio strategies B(k;`) = fb(k;`)n g as follows: let fqk;`g bea probability distribution on the set of all pairs (k; `) such that for all k; `,qk;` > 0.For � > 0, introduce the exponential weights

wn;k;` = qk;`e� lnSn�1(B(k;`)):
For � = 1, it means that

wn;k;` = qk;`elnSn�1(B(k;`)) = qk;`Sn�1(B(k;`))
and vn;k;` = wn;k;`Pi;j wn;i;j :The combined portfolio b is de�ned by

bn(xn�11 ) =X
k;` vn;k;`b(k;`)n (xn�11 ):
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This combination has a simple interpretation:
Sn(B) = nY

i=1
D
bi(xi�11 ) ; xiE

= nY
i=1

Pk;`wi;k;` Db(k;`)i (xi�11 ) ; xiEPk;`wi;k;`
= nY

i=1
Pk;` qk;`Si�1(B(k;`)) Db(k;`)i (xi�11 ) ; xiEPk;` qk;`Si�1(B(k;`))

= nY
i=1

Pk;` qk;`Si(B(k;`))Pk;` qk;`Si�1(B(k;`))
= X

k;` qk;`Sn(B(k;`)):
The strategy B = BH then arises from weighing the elementary portfoliostrategies B(k;`) = fb(k;`)n g such that the investor's capital becomes

Sn(B) =X
k;` qk;`Sn(B(k;`)): (5)

It is shown in [18] that the strategy BH is universally consistent withrespect to the class of all ergodic processes such that Efj lnX(j)jg <1, forall j = 1; 2; : : : ; d under the following two conditions on the partitions usedin the discretization:
(a) the sequence of partitions is nested, that is, any cell of P`+1 is a subsetof a cell of P`, ` = 1; 2; : : :;
(b) if diam(A) = supx;y2A kx� yk denotes the diameter of a set, then forany sphere S � Rd centered at the origin,

lim`!1 maxj:A`;j\S 6=;diam(A`;j) = 0 :
Sketch of the proof: Because of the fundamental limit (3), we have to provethat lim infn!1 Wn(B) = lim infn!1 1n lnSn(B) �W � a.s.
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We have that
Wn(B) = 1n lnSn(B)

= 1n ln
0@Xk;` qk;`Sn(B(k;`))

1A
� 1n ln supk;` qk;`Sn(B(k;`))!

= 1n supk;`
�ln qk;` + lnSn(B(k;`))�

= supk;`
 Wn(B(k;`)) + ln qk;`n

! :
Thus

lim infn!1 Wn(B) � lim infn!1 supk;`
 Wn(B(k;`)) + ln qk;`n

!

� supk;` lim infn!1
 Wn(B(k;`)) + ln qk;`n

!
= supk;` lim infn!1 Wn(B(k;`))
= supk;` �k;`:Since the partitions P` are nested, we can show that

supk;` �k;` = limk!1 liml!1 �k;` = W �:
13 Kernel based portfolio selection
The kernel regression estimate is de�ned by a kernel function K(x) � 0and by a bandwidth h > 0 such that

mn(x) =
Pni=1 YiK �x�Xih �
Pni=1K �x�Xih � :

For the naive (window) kernel function K(x) = Ifkxk�1g,
mn(x) = Pni=1 YiIfkx�Xik�hgPni=1 Ifkx�Xik�hg :
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Györ�, Lugosi, Udina [17] introduced kernel-based portfolio selectionstrategies. De�ne an in�nite array of experts B(k;`) = fb(k;`)(�)g, wherek; ` are positive integers. For �xed positive integers k; `, choose the radiusrk;` > 0 such that for any �xed k,
lim`!1 rk;` = 0:

Then, for n > k + 1, de�ne the expert b(k;`) by
b(k;`)(xn�11 ) = argmax

b2�d
X

fk<i<n:kxi�1i�k�xn�1n�kk�rk;`g ln hb ; xii ;
if the sum is non-void, and b0 = (1=d; : : : ; 1=d) otherwise. These expertsare mixed the same way as in the case of the histogram-based strategy (cf.(5)).Györ�, Lugosi, Udina [17] proved that the portfolio scheme BK is uni-versally consistent with respect to the class of all ergodic processes suchthat Efj lnX(j)jg <1, for j = 1; 2; : : : d.
14 Nearest neighbor based portfolio selection
For an integer k > 0, the k-nearest neighbor (NN) regression estimate is alocal averaging regression estimate, too,

mn(x) = nX
i=1Wni(x;X1; : : : ; Xn)Yi;

such that Wni is 1=k if Xi is one of the k nearest neighbors of x amongX1; : : : ; Xn, and Wni is 0 otherwise.Györ�, Udina, Walk [19] introduced the nearest-neighbor-based portfo-

lio selection BNN as follows. De�ne an in�nite array of experts B(k;`) =fb(k;`)(�)g, where 0 < k; ` are integers. Just like before, k is the windowlength of the near past, and for each ` choose p` 2 (0; 1) such that
lim`!1 p` = 0: (6)
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Put ^̀= bp`nc:
At a given time instant n, the expert searches for the ^̀ nearest neighbormatches in the past. For �xed positive integers k; ` (n > k+^̀+1) introducethe set of the ^̀ nearest neighbor matches:
Ĵ (k;`)n = fi; k + 1 � i � n such that xi�1i�k is among the ^̀NNs of xn�1n�kin xk1; : : : ;xn�2n�k�1g:

De�ne the expert b(k;`) by
b(k;`)(xn�11 ) = argmax

b2�d
Xni2Ĵ(k;`)n o ln hb ; xii ;

if the sum is non-void, and b0 = (1=d; : : : ; 1=d) otherwise. That is, b(k;`)nis a �xed portfolio vector according to the returns following these nearestneighbors. These experts are mixed the same way as before (cf. (5)).We say that tie occurs with probability zero if for any vector s = sk1 therandom variable kXk1 � sk
has continuous distribution function.Györ�, Udina, Walk [19] proved the following: Assume (6) and thattie occurs with probability zero. The portfolio scheme BNN is univer-sally consistent with respect to the class of all ergodic processes such thatEfj lnX(j)jg <1, for j = 1; 2; : : : d.
15 Numerical results on empirical portfolio se-

lection
One can combine the kernel based portfolio selection and the principleof semi-log-optimal algorithm in Section 6, called kernel based semi-log-optimal portfolio (cf. Györ�, Urbán, Vajda [20]). In this section we presentsome numerical results obtained by applying the kernel based semi-log-optimal algorithm to the second NYSE data set as in Section 7.
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k 1 2 3 4 5
1̀ 29.4% 27.8% 22.9% 23.9% 23.7%2 201.0% 124.6% 98.3% 36.1% 90.8%3 114.2% 62.9% 38.8% 91.4% 31.6%4 172.5% 155.0% 100.6% 162.3% 50.8%5 233.5% 170.2% 166.6% 171.1% 107.7%6 245.4% 216.2% 176.9% 182.0% 143.0%7 261.8% 211.0% 181.2% 165.6% 158.7%8 229.4% 189.2% 171.0% 138.8% 131.3%9 219.3% 172.8% 162.4% 118.7% 116.0%10 210.6% 151.5% 131.8% 103.4% 110.9%

Table 2: The average annual yields of the individual experts.
The proposed empirical portfolio selection algorithms use an in�nitearray of experts. In practice we take a �nite array of size K � L. In ourexperiment we selectedK = 5 and L = 10. Choose the uniform distributionfqk;`g = 1=(KL) over the experts in use, and the radius

r2k;l = 0:0001 � d � k � `;
(k = 1; : : : ;K and ` = 1; : : : ; L).Table 2 summarizes the average annual yield achieved by each expertat the last period when investing one unit for the kernel-based semi-log-optimal portfolio. Experts are indexed by k = 1 : : : 5 in columns and` = 1 : : : 10 in rows. The average annual yield of kernel based semi-log-optimal portfolio is 222:7%. According to Table 1, MORRIS had the bestaverage annual yield, 30:1%, while the BCRP had average annual yield35:2%, so with kernel based semi-log-optimal portfolio we have a spectac-ular improvement.Another interesting feature of Table 2 is that for any �xed `, the bestk is equal to 1, so as far as empirical portfolio is concerned the Markovianmodelling is appropriate.
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